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Chapter 2.
The History of
the Tajiks: from
Cultural Revolution
to Regional StateDevelopment
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By the end of the war Gafurov published a series of articles in the local
newspaper that forecast his speech at the 20th Party Congress of 1956,
urging Tajik writers and other artists (musicians, painters, directors,
composers etcetera) to step up production and improve the quality of
their work. The previous chapter supported the argument that Gafurov’s
writing in the Second World War was inspired by a vision of socialism
as cultural revolution that had roots in local traditions of reformist
and modernist thinking. This approach of history and culture, dubbed
“peoples’ internationalism” in this thesis, has roots in local sources
of inter-Asian modernist and revolutionary thinking, as well as ideas
maintained by members of the last generation of imperial Russian
orientalists (personified in the prevous chapter by the eminent Central
Asia scholar Vasily Barthold). It approached culture or civilisation as
carried onward by people rather than states, and as an inherently global
and internally variegated phenomenon that was both historically dynamic
and productive. Gafurov’s writings in the mid-1940s reproduce such an
approach of culture. On the one had his work emphasized the need for
cultural reform and modernisation. Modernity, to Gafurov, was not devoid
of cultural particularisms. Rather, Gafurov’s writing underscored the need
to celebrate cultural traditions (including “the brilliant achievements” of
the Tajik past).[1] However, he consistently approached these traditions as
progressive dynamic phenomena, placing the emphasis on cultural reform
and modernisation.
On the basis of an in-depth analysis of Gafurov’s work on Tajik
history the current chapter illuminates how in the immediate postwar
period the vision of peoples’ internationalism was compromised. In
Gafurov’s propagandistic articles we may recognize a vision of cultural
change and revolution as a process brought on by teachers and cultural
elites. At times Gafurov consciously appealed to a Muslim moral code of
[1] B.G. Gafurov, “O nekotorykh voprosakh kul’tury i nauki," in Kommunist Tadzhikistana (15 July 1945)
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conduct, arguing for instance that writers should be of “a clean, and deep
soul”.[2] But he fitted this in to a reformist framework, emphasizing that a
writer should be a “modern person”.[3] He urged Tajik party functionaries
to battle conservatism, and while steeped in Stalinist rhetoric, his writing
consistently reproduce an internationalist outlook, for instance when
Gafurov writed that Party functionaries need to confront “the hostile
outlook of individual workers who believe that Tajik culture good on
its own and that there is no need to enrich [it].”[4] While his work of 1945
initially suggests optimistism about the prospects of cultural reform,
framing its benefits with an internationalist worldview, with the end of
war censorship returned and circumstances for peoples' internationalism
quickly deteriorated. As the dust of the war settled a stricter model for
humanities studies came to dominate the Soviet Academy of Sciences,
one that sought to accommodate the Russocentric approach to historical
materialism that had dominated in the (pre-) war years as well as grant
each Republic in the USSR an ancient history and culture of its own. As a
consequence, the positivist philological approach of Russian Orientology
became problematic. The vernacularism of the pre-war years was
rehabilitated again, and the first major works of Tajik history published
under Gafurov’s name reflect a broadening of the notion of culture.
Gafurov’s History of the Tajik People: A Handbook, came to light in
1949. It was republished twice: in 1952 and again three years later, after
Stalin’s death. In the late Soviet period, against a backdrop of competition
between the Central Asian states for symbolic resources, a later edition
of the book would become the object of great controversy; regarded
as an ethnocentric contribution to nation building, characteristic of
Soviet national historiography, sometimes opposed to the necessity
of more global appraisals.[5] By situating this book in its historical
context, however, this chapter analyzes the History of the Tajik People
(its first and second editions in particular) as a useful source to see how
historical materialism produced vision of internationalism that both
[2] B.G. Gafurov, “Soveshanie Pisatelei Tadzhikistana,” in Kommunist Tadzhikistana (9 September 1945).
[3] Ibid.
[4] Gafurov, “O nekotorykh voprosakhrazvitiia kul'tury i nauki," in Kommunist Tadzhikistana (1945).
[5] For the controversy surrounding Gafrov’s historical writing see Laruelle, “The Concept of
Ethnogenesis in Central Asia.”
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rivaled and affected peoples' internationalism as well as the History of
the Tajik People. First of all, Gafurov’s approach to religious heritage as
a component of civilisation became controversial, as did his emphasis
on the pre-Soviet Tajiks as historical agents of cultural reform and
modernity - which was now taken as contrary to the established vision
of cultural development as based on a universal succession of standard
historical steps (piatichlenka). A particular conjuncture affecting the
narrative of peoples’ internationalism in the post-war period was Stalin’s
attempt to popularise the idea of a Soviet civilisation.[6] Sergey Pavlovich
Tolstov, leading ethnographer at the time, attempted to establish a new
scientific foundation for this vision, combining a focus on the state as
harbinger of historical progress with an understanding of civilisation as a
broader, widely autonomous category. While Tolstov’s civilisational model
emphasised the historical and cultural agency of oppressed groups and
peoples, it served the creation of ethno-centred national histories thus
challenging the transnational approach of peoples’ internationalism.
Specifically, this chapter will show how in the late 1940s the
historical perspective of peoples’ internationalism as discussed in the
previous chapter was challenged by a regionalized vision of cultural
development and internationalism. In the 1940s, projects to rewrite the
history of Asian peoples took place in a wider international contexts,
responding to trends ongoing outside the Soviet space. [7] This chapter
will conclude with a passage that explores the changed brought on to
the History of the Tajik People after the establishment of the Chinese
Peoples’ Republic (PRC) in 1949. Responding to changing circumstances
in the East, the Institute of Oriental studies (Institut Vostokovedeniia
Akademii Nauk - IVAN) in Moscow was reorganized to activate an agenda
of international agitation and propaganda in the decolonizing world. A key
figure in this reorganization was Joseph Samuilovich Braginsky, who held
various positions within the Tajik Communist Party between 1922-1940,
including the presidency of the Propaganda and Agitation Department at
[6] The literature on the Soviet Union as civilisation is extensive. For books that have been particularly
influential on my thinking: Clark, Moscow the Fourth Rome; Kotkin, Magnetic Mountain.
[7] While the next chapter will focus in particular on project of history writing within the confines of
UNESCO one can also imagine drawing productive comparisons with the discourse on civilisations in
Western states; for instance that of Andre Malraux (1901-76), French minister of culture under De Gaulle,
through the influential L’Univers des Formes initiative (1960-97).
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the Tajik Central Committee.[8] He started working with Gafurov in 1936
or 1937 and served as leading editor on all three editions of Gafurov’s The
History of the Tajik People. Apparently it was Braginsky who encouraged
Gafurov to start a career in history and it seems only fitting that it was
Braginsky who would pave the way for the re-ignition of Soviet Oriental
studies as a tool for international propaganda in the East, thus enabling
Gafurov to continue agendas closer to home. As this last section of the
chapter suggests, Braginsky capitalized on the emergence of a communist
state in Asia in 1949 to plead for the activation of Oriental studies for
Soviet foreign affairs, including peoples' internationalism as a historical
perspective. While Oriental studies was indeed reactivated, shifts in the
narrative of the History of the Tajik People indicate that a new regionalized
approach of cultural development was inserted into the text. In line with
new regional separations, the PRC was excluded from the expansive
civilisational areas that characterized the history of the Tajik people. This
regional dynamic, and the way it affected Gafurov’s vision of peoples’
internationalism will also be further explored in later chapters of this
thesis.

Post-war Oriental studies: Materializing Culture
Within Marxist theory, the place of culture in history is contested.[9] In the
Soviet Union it was generally regarded as part of society’s superstructure
– its development determined by shifts and changes taking place in
the socio-economic base of society’s organisational make up. This
approach should be contrasted with that of the pre-Soviet orientalists
who influenced Gafurov’s writing; this group of scholars and activists
was convinced that culture and education played a role in history, and
contributed to the progressive unification of peoples. To repeat Barthold's
words: “For the historian who knows about the Greek influence on Muslim
[8] Lutz Rzehak, Vom Persischen Zum Tadschikischen: Sprachliches Handeln und Sprachplanung in
Transoxanien zwischen Tradition, Moderne und Sowjetmacht, 1900-1956 (Wiesbaden: Reichert Verlag, 2001):
315.
[9] For works exploring of the place of culture in history, including Marxist history, see the work of
Peter Burke, for instance: Peter Burke, What is Cultural History (Cambridge: Polity Press, 2004); Peter
Burke, Varieties of Cultural History (Ithaca, New York: Cornell University Press, 1997).
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culture and the influence of Muslim culture on West-Europe, there can
hardly be any doubt about of the possibility that the West might unify
with the East for [the sake of] general cultural work.”[10] The conviction
that culture had a progressive historical role to play shaped the vision
and method of pre-Soviet Oriental studies. Barthold and his colleagues
regarded vernacular culture as an aspect of human civilisation too and
advocated an interdisciplinary approach that might capture the historical
development of culture in its variety of forms. Nevertheless, philology,
here understood as the study of historical languages and literatures,
played a central role in their research.
While Stalin did not abandon the thought that culture had a
constructive role to play in history, he did set out to Sovietize culture and
his attempts at vernacularisaton had its effects on the Soviet humanities.[11]
At the time of the first Five Year plan, the number of humanities scholars
in the Academy of Sciences shrunk comparatively.[12] Most Orientalists
of the pre-Revolutionary period were philologists; trained in the study
of historical literatures and texts. Relaxation of censorship during the
war had allowed Soviet Orientalists to rehabilitate the approaches of the
“philologist-autonomists”, which emphasized the productive aspects of
culture, and culture’s inherent openness, heterogeneity and dynamism.[13]
During the war this relaxation paved the way for Gafurov’s embrace
of Islamic civilisation as a marker of shared heritage and vector for
cultural revolution. When the war ended, however, the Marxist efforts to
modernize Soviet cultural study were re-activated. As part of this process,
the idea that culture developed in relative autonomy from society’s
material base was rejected and processes of world cultural unity (or, of
“general cultural work”) were reimagined as the result of processes of
ethnographic integration. Below we will see how Gafurov and Prokhorov
were officially reprimanded for the historical vision that spoke from
their book The Tajik People in their Struggle for Freedom (1944). As we will
[10] Vasilii Bartol’d, “Islam i sovremennaia kul’tura,” in Sochinenia Tom VI: Raboty po Istorii Islama i
Arabskogo Khalifata., edited by I.N. Vinnikov (Moscow: Izd’vo Vostochnoi Literatury, 1966): 136-137 [131137].
[11] Van Ree, “Heroes and Merchants."
[12] Tolz, Russian Academicians, 35-36, and in particular chapter 2.
[13] For the term philologist-autonomists see Dmitriev, “Philologists-autonomists and autonomy from
philology in late imperial Russia.”
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see, in this process, ethnography played a role in the materialization
and territorial compartmentalization of culture. After the war, sources
of material culture came to replace textual and literary sources as
prioritized source of Tajik historiography. As such Tajiks cultural history
was territorialized - and as we will see, this established a Russocentric
hierarchy between the Soviet nations.
After the war, the Russocentric chauvinism that had characterized
the public climate in the USSR during the war did not disappear.[14] To the
contrary, it became a central characteristic of Soviet historical narrative.
In Stalin’s Soviet Union ethnography was at the fore of the formulation of
an anti-bourgeois method of cultural research and it became functional in
articulating a Russocentric approach of the past.[15] In the Soviet Union it
was up to Sergey Pavlovich Tolstov (1907-1976), director of the Institute of
Ethnography in Moscow from 1942 onwards, to reinitiate the Stalinization
of Soviet historiography after the war.[16]
In 1944 Tolstov wrote a report (including an extensive appendix) for
the Department of Propaganda and Agitation in the Central Committee of
the All-Union Communist Party entitled The historical core of the friendship
of the peoples in the USSR (1944), which meant to set the standard for
[14] David Brandenberger, National Bolshevism.
[15] Also in the West ethnography was regarded as the field that might revolutionize cultural thinking,
see Adam Kuper, Culture The Anthropologists’ Account. (Cambridge: Harvard University Press, 1999):
introduction. Much has been written on Soviet ethnography, with authors often adoptig a dismissive
attitude. For more dispassionate assessments, see Roland Cvetkosvki and Alexis Hofmeister (Eds.), An
Empire of Others: Creating Ethnographic Knowledge in Imperial Russia and the USSR (Budapest: Central
European University Press, 2014); Florian Mühlfried and Sergey Sokolovskiy (Eds.), Exploring the Edge of
Empire: Soviet Era Anthropology in the Caucasus and Central Asia (Zürich: Lit Verlag GmbH & Co, KG Wien,
2011).
[16] For Sergey Tolstov’s biography, see V.A. Germanov. “S.P. Tolstov: maître, docteur, commandeur,
ou l’histoire à travers l’archéologie et l’ ethnographie,” in Cahiers d’Asie Centrale 10 (2002): 193-215.
For more recent assessments of Tolstov’s role in the formation of Stalinist Ethnograhy, see Sergey
Alymov, “Etnhnograpjy, Marxism, and Soviet Ideology,” in An Empire of Others: Creating Ethnographic
Knowledge in Imperial Russia and the USSR, edited by Roland Cvetkosvki and Alexis Hofmeister
(Budapest: Central European University Press, 2014): 121-143; and Sergey Abashin, “Ethnogenesis and
Historiography: Historical Narratives for Central Asia in the 1940s and 1950s,” in An Empire of Others:
Creating Ethnographic Knowledge in Imperial Russia and the USSR, edited by Roland Cvetkosvki and Alexis
Hofmeister (Budapest: Central European University Press, 2014): 145-168. For Tolstov and his group
identifying Marr’s theories and how their main conceptual framework and how this played out in the
post-Stalinist period, see Sergey Alymov, “World War II and the Cold War as a Context for Discipline
Formation: The Case of Soviet Ethnography, 1940s-1960s,” in In Search of Other Worlds: Essays towards
a Cross-Regional History of Area Studies, edited by Katja Naumann, Torsten Loschke, Steffi Marung and
Matthias Middell (Leipzig: Leipziger Universitätsverlag, 2018): 23-50.
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Soviet ethnographic studies.[17] In the report, Tolstov rejected the role
of High Culture in historical progress, emphasizing the role of local
vernacular ethnic communities. Rather than understanding cultural
integration as the result of a transformative, education-based process of
cultural elevation and revolution as Gafurov had done, he saw cultural
spread as an unmediated process, resulting from the confrontation
and merger of lifestyles of different peoples. The roots of this process
of merger or cultural unification were located in history: directly
resulting from changes in the socio-economic base of society. So Tolstov
remarked that the original tradition of Central Asian art emerged in line
with changes in the socio-economic base: it happened when the people
progressed to a “more advanced stage” of agricultural work, developing “a
social way of life that was original for its time.”[18]
An essential step in Tolstov’s thinking was his approach of cultural
integration as a highly territorialized process. After all, the lifestyles of
peoples in a particular area were directly affected by shifts in society’s
base: changes in a group’s socio-economic formation were entangled
with the organization of land and living environment, and enforced the
adoption of new lifestyles and new cultural practices. The unity between
different Soviet peoples was explained by the fact that they had lived on
the same lands and territory, in close proximity for many years: “... these
peoples have been connected to one another, they have intermixed, and
grown closer culturally, for the duration of many ages. It is clear that the
results of this process of rapprochement is now entering a new stage in
the history of the peoples of our country.”[19]
Rather than presenting cultural education or change as a force of
historical progress in itself, he presented cultural change as the result of
changed lifestyles engineered in the socio-economic base of society. In
this process, states had an important role to play: “One has to consider
the ancient history of our country as a history of a complex system of
political interactions among ancient powerful states, that were closely
connected culturally and politically both among themselves and also with
[17] Sergey Tolstov, “Prilozhenie.” [Appendix] In Etnograficheskoe obozrenie, no. 5 (2007): 145-162; as well
as Sergey Tolstov, “Dokladnaia Zapiska.” [Report] In Etnograficheskoe obozrenie, no. 5 (2007): 163-166.
[18] Sergey Tolstov, “Prilozhenie.” In Etnograficheskoe obozrenie, no. 5 (2007): 148.
[19] Ibid., 149.
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related northern tribes that were deeply affected by them in terms of their
economy, politics, and culture.”[20]
Within this “complex system of cultural interaction” cultural
intermediaries played important roles, but they were no longer imagined
as the teachers and intellectuals whose activities contributed to the
emergence of a cultural sphere that was relatively autonomous from
the state. Rather, Tolstov emphasized the intermediary activities of the
“backward” communities of the ancient Scythian nomads; not because
of their intellectual or creative capabilities but because of their mobile
way of life did these communities serve as “intermediaries between...
ancient centers of civilisation.”[21] Despite the fact that Tolstov rejected
racial explanations for cultural unification and merger, his reading of the
Soviet past did allow for a Russocentric reading of the history of the USSR.
On the one hand, in the 19th century Russian nationalism had embraced
the ancient Scythians as the ancient predecessors of the Russian Slavs.[22]
On the other hand, by regarding cultural unification as a process rooted
in history he gave primacy to communities and states that were at the
vanguard of historical development. Having been granted a leading role
in the Revolutionary process this created a hierarchy where the Russian
Slavs were at the forefront of Soviet historical and cultural development
too.[23]

[20] Ibid., 159.
[21] Tolstov, “Prilozhenie,” 150.
[22] For the place of the Scythians in Russian nationalist thought, see Marlene Laruelle, Mythe aryen et
rêve imperial.
[23] For a relatively recent analysis of how Russian leadership roles were reflected in the structural
adjustments of the scholarly discipline of ethnography producing for instance sliianie theories in Soviet
humanities, see Florin Curta, “From Kossinna to Bromley: Ethnogenesis in Slavic Archaeology.” In: On
barbarian identity: critical approaches to ethnicity in the early middle ages, edited by Andrew Gillett (Brepols
Publishers, 2002): 201-218. For a critical assessments highlighting the increasingly state-centric and
nationalist trend in Stalinist ethnography, see Victor Shnirelman, “From internationalism to nationalism:
forgotten pages of Soviet archaeology in the 1930s and 1940s,” in: Nationalism, Politics and the Practice of
Archaeology, edited by Philip L. Kohl and Clare Fawcett (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 1995):
120-138; as well as Yuri Slezkine, “N. I. Marr and the National Origins of Soviet Ethnogeneics,” in Slavic
Review 55, no. 4 (1996): 826-862.
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Abandoning Philology
While Gafurov’s vision of peoples’ internationalism had counted on
cultured elites as the vanguard of internationalism and cultural revolution
in the East, Soviet historiography in the post-war period began to
emphasize state-strength, charismatic leadership and rooted, vernacular
cultural traditions as sources of popular unity. Stalinist ideology now
emphasized the role of the Soviet state and its leadership as a harbinger
of progress, drawing attention to strong leaders and stable state
institutions as benefactor of cultural revolution and unity. In Tolstov’s
work, historical cultures were described in a qualitatively new register,
emphasizing masculinity and vigour, and the fight and victory of mankind
over nature: “The artistic style of this huge territory of the Scythians...
is characterized by extraordinary intensity, dynamism, extraordinary
command of the artist over the him surrounding nature. The struggle
with wild animals with the strengths of warlike enemies is the main
subject of the production of that art.”[24] This shift to emphasizing heroism
and vitality affected Central Asian historical narrative and allowed for
Timur’s rehabilitation for the heritage for Central Asia: in 1946 Iakubovsky
wrote an article embracing Timur as a national hero for the Soviet Uzbeks,
celebrated for his charisma, warrior skills and political bravery.[25]
Throughout the 1940s, Sergey Tolstov came to fulfil important
academic functions handing down the new post-war norms for Soviet
humanities scholarship.[26] The new trend in the Soviet humanities
initiated by Tolstov meant to stimulate Soviet patriotism after the
devastation of the war, providing all Soviet peoples with their original
historical trajectories and ancient cultural heritages.[27] This demanded
for a new approach of the Central Asia’s cultural past. While the book
of Gafurov and Prokhorov had imagined the ancient culture of Central
[24] Tolstov, “Dokladnaia zapiska,” 149.
[25] See A. Iakubovskii, “Timur. Opyt Kratkoi Kharakteristiki,” in Voprosy Istorii 8-9 (1946). For an
asessment of Timur’s place in Russian / Soviet historiography, see Manz,”Tamerlane’s Career and Its
Uses.”
[26] Germanov, “S. P. Tolstov”; Abashin, “Ethnogenesis and Historiography.”
[27] For the propagandistic nature of Soviet historiography and literature, see Keven M.F. Platt and
David Brandenberger (Eds.), Epic Revisionism: Russian history and literature as Stalinist propaganda
(Madison: University of Wisconsin Press, 2006).
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Asia in the singular, Tolstov’s proposal was to compartmentalize this.
Moreover, cultural communities in Tolstov's view were vernacularized,
territorialized, and reimagined as vounded, self-contained wholes.
Paraphrasing Stalin, Tolstov claimed that Soviet patriotism was marked
by the “deep devotion and faithfulness of the people to their Soviet
homeland, by the brotherly cooperation of the workers of all nations of our
country.”[28]
In the next years, the worldview presented in Gafurov’s biography
was forced to be adapted. Tolstov’s report for the Department of
Propaganda and Agitation in 1944 contained hidden criticism of Gafurov
and Prokhorov’s recently published The Tajik People in their Struggle for
Freedom (1944). In the report Tolstov accuses “a few Tajik historians” of
appropriating Central Asian ancient civilisation for the Tajiks alone: “...a
few Tajik historians tried to attribute the whole of the ancient civilisation
of Central Asia to the ancestors of the Tajiks alone, on the grounds that
the ancient inhabitants of Central Asian spoke in languages of the Iranian
linguistic group, that nowadays belongs to the Tajiks.” [29] He claimed the
authors had failed to acknowledge how the ancient civilisation was shared
by all peoples populating the region. Thus, Tolstov, Gafurov and Prokhorov
had made it seem as if the Tajiks were “the sole inheritors of Central Asian
Indo-Iranian culture; they had “driven a wedge” between the other, Turkic
speaking Central Asian peoples and their cultural ancestors.[30]
Tolstov’s critique justified his demanded for a methodological
reorientation: at the root of their neglects, Tolstov argued, was Gafurov
and Prokhorov’s prioritization of linguistic, textual sources. This
philological focus created, according to Tolstov, a biased view of the
past for failing to acknowledge the ancient cultural heritages of peoples
without a written or literary culture. To make up for this, Tolstov believed,
Soviet historians should focus not on the textual sources alone, but view
[28] Tolstov, “Prilozhenie”, 145.
[29] Tolstov, “Dokladnaia zapiska,” 164.
[30] Tolstov, “Dokladnaia zapiska,” 165. For this critique, including the quote, also see Abashin,
“Ethnogenesis and Historiography,” 163. For an assessment of how Tolstov’s critiques inspired the
competition between turkic-speaking Central Asian republics over a largely shared ancient heritage
see Shnirelman. “Aryans or Proto-Turks?” Also see his previous, largely overlapping article, Victor
Shnirelman, “A Symbolic Past.” In Russial Politics & Law 48 no. 5 (Sept / Oct 2010): 48-64. For a Tajik
perspective, Laruelle, “The Concept of Ethnogenesis in Central Asia.”
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texts and cultural artefacts in their complex material circumstance.
“Things speak where writing falls silent”, he wrote.[31] Gafurov and
Prokhorov weren’t the only ones criticized by Tolstov. Alexander Semenov
was also accused of driving a “wedge” between the Uzbeks and their
ancient heritage.[32]
In response, Gafurov adapted Tajik historiography. As we will
see, however, he also preserved his message of internationalism and
cultural revolution. In 1949 the first Russian language history of the
Tajiks for a general public saw the light, entitled The History of the Tajik
People: A Handbook. From Ancient Times until the Great October Socialist
Revolution of 1917 (1949).[33] Gafurov was credited as the book’s author, and
Joseph Braginskii, Gafurov’s former superior at the Tajik Department for
Agitation and Propaganda as its main editor.
The book clearly took Tolstov’s complaints to heart. In The Tajik
People in their Struggle (1944) the ancient inhabitants of “the enormous
territory... [presently encapsulated by] Afghanistan, Turkmenistan,
Uzbekistan, Tajikistan, Western and even Eastern, so Chinese Turkestan”
were still presented as “sedentary and nomadic Iranian tribes.”[34] In The
History of the Tajik People (1949), by contrast, an effort was made to suggest
that the Turkic peoples of Soviet Central Asia were active contributors to
this ancient culture too: “The historical fate of the Tajik people is tightly
entangled with the fates of the Uzbek, the Turkmen, the Kazakh and the
Kyrgyz people. All peoples united already in the furthest past in a shared
struggle against local and foreign oppressors. All of them followed the
same historical path of development...”[35] Later on in the book, Gafurov
also emphasizes the historical entanglement of Turkic and Tajik peoples:
“All these Eastern Iranian peoples merged in the mix of ethnic elements
[31] S.P. Tolstov, Po sledam drevne Khorezmiiskoi Tsivilizatsiei (Moskva, Leningrad: Izd’vo Akademii Nauk
SSR, 1948): 317
[32] Abashin, “Ethnogenesis and Historiography.”
[33] B.G. Gafurov, Istoriia Tadzhikskogo naroda: v kratkom izlozhenii. S drevneishikh
vremen do velikoi oktiabr’skoi sotsialisticheskoi revoliutsii 1917 g (Moscow: Gos.Izd’vo Politicheskoi
Literatury, 1949). The 1949 book differed radically from Gafurov and Prokhorov’s Tadzhikskii narod v bor’be
(1944). Prior to its publication, in 1947, also a Tajik-language version of the book was published, which
appears to have been a popularized and extended edition of Gafurov and Prokhorov’s 1944 book on Tajik
history.
[34] Gafurov, Prokhorov, Tadzhikskii narod v bor’be, 3.
[35] Gafurov, Istoriia Tadzhikskogo Naroda (1949): 5-6.
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of all Central Asian peoples: not only of the Tajiks but also of the Turkic
speaking peoples, in particular the Uzbeks and Turkmens,” who “adopted
the cultural heritage of her ancient inhabitants,”[36] The authors present
the book’s approach as the direct result of anti-Eurocentric and socialist
commitments, arguing that the new findings disproved the speculations
of “bourgeois historians” that.the Iranian-speaking peoples were one a
“pure race” of “pure-blooded Aryans.”[37]
Moreover, in The History of the Tajik People (1949) culture is
territorialized. Whereas The Tajik People in their Struggle (1944) volume
still focused on textual sources to describe the ancient history of the
Tajiks following linguistic traces to map the influence of historical Tajik
communities in the region, in 1949 the ancient history of the Tajiks is
mapped on the basis of ethnographic and archaeological material. This
produces a new, territorialized conceptualization of the Tajik community.
The History of the Tajik People (1949) describes the ancient Tajiks as a
particular ethnic community belonging to the “Pamir-Semirechiye ethnic
type” that had emerged within a distinct “geographical zone” stretching
from the mountainous areas of South Tajikistan towards the river delta
of the Illi River in South-Eastern Kazakhstan, with the Hissar Mountains
(in Soviet Uzbekistan and Tajikistan) at its centre.[38] Processes of cultural
unification are described in similarly “rooted” ways - they are no longer
presented as a messy process of cultural-linguistic cross-fertilization,
but as a grounded, territorialized process of “interbreeding”, or merger,
of ethnic groups. In the book, peoples become ethno-centric nations
separated by firm cultural edges; what unites these groups is externalized,
regarded as a consequence of historical development: “The particular
histories of the Central Asian Republics and their original influence on
the general treasury of human culture is inextricably tied up with the
general moments in their histories.”[39] As such, in The History of the
[36] Gafurov, Istoriia Tadzhikskogo Naroda (1949): 26-27.
[37] Ibid., 26.
[38] Gafurov’s Istoriia Tadzhikskogo Naroda (1949) will be republished twice within the decade after
its first publication, once in 1952 (the second edition) and then again in 1955 (the third edition). While
all editions involve textual adjustments, the passage rejecting bourgeois concepts of the Aryan race
remains the same in all three editions. For the pages see Istoriia Tadzhikskogo Naroda (1949): 19; Istoriia
Tadzhikskogo Naroda (1952): 14; Istoriia Tadzhikskogo Naroda (1955): 22.
[39] Gafurov, Istoriia Tadzhikskogo Naroda (1949): 6.
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Tajik People(1949) the cultural connections and solidarities interlinking
the Central Asian peoples historically are no longer described in terms
of a shared High Culture, but as a material landscape uniting a range
of particular, internally coherent, ethnic traditions. Or to use Tolstov’s
phraseology they are place on the larger “map on which the history of the
Russian people acts in organic entanglement with the histories of the
other peoples of our country”.[40]

Sufi Literature: a Shared Islamic Heritage Retained
As we have shown in the previous chapter, Gafurov approached Islamic
civilisation as a vector of peoples’ internationalism and cultural
revolution) and in The History of the Tajik People (1949), elements of
Central Asia’s Islamic heritage are still mentioned as a progressive force
in history. However, in his 1944 report for the Central Committee, Tolstov
had approached Islam as a divisive historical force, arguing that the
“Islamisation of Central Asia and part of the Caucasus” had “dis-united”
the peoples, claiming it was now up to the ethnographers to show this
process had been “far from absolute.”[41]
Nevertheless, in The History of the Tajik People (1949) several positive
evaluations of Islam were preserved. To do so, several adjustments to the
text had to be made. In contrast to the 1944 book, The History (1949) traces
the unifying characteristics of Islam not to its ideas and doctrines but to
the activities of people involved in socio-political struggle or wars against
oppression. Here the Abbasid uprisings against Umayyad rule serve as
an example: the local community was attracted to the Alid resistance to
Umayyad rule, seeing this as a means to weaken the Arab yoke.[42] Secondly,
Gafurov’s language is literally materialized: instead of the term civilisation
the book coins the term “treasure-box,” invoking an image of world culture
as an object meant to preserve cultural valuables and artefacts.[43] Third,
the “casket” image of Islam is reasserted (see the previous chapter): Islam
[40] Tolstov, “Prilozhenie,” 149.
[41] Tolstov, “Dokladnaia zapiska,” 166.
[42] Gafurov, Istoriia Tadzhikskogo Naroda (1949): 156.
[43] Ibid., 6.
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is now portrayed as a foreign religion that sat only lightly on Central Asian
Muslims. As the book has it, the local communities “only appeared to adopt
Islam” while they secretly continued to hold on to their previous spiritual
practices, “the largest part of the population kept practicing his former
religion.”[44]
Here the book makes an exception for Sufism - the tradition that,
as we have seen, was strongly entangled with social life in Gafurov’s home
region of Khujand and elsewhere in Central Asia and remained so in the
Soviet period. Reminiscent of the assessments of Orientalists such as
Goldziher and Semenov, Sufism is still described in gnostic, holistic terms,
with Gafurov claiming that it “mixed different philosophical systems”
and incorporated elements of various religions such as “Neo-Platonism,
Manichaeism, Brahmanism, Buddhism, Nestorian monks, Muslim
hermits, and elements of Ismaillism.”[45] A connection with Hinduism is
also hinted at when Gafurov argues that “Sufism uses for the foundation
and explanation of her belief, a special erotic symbolism and natural
description of carnal love.”[46]
Not only does Gafurov argue that Sufi mysticism incorporated local
cultural and spiritual practices, he also argues that Sufism could not be
separated from Islam: Sufism “did not a represent a denial of Islam, but
rather a liberal interpretation of Islam, which was united with lingering
elements of ancient, predominantly Zoroastrian beliefs.”[47] He states that
the tradition bore a progressive influence on Tajik cultural and intellectual
development, discussing various Sufi masters who were involved in
dialectic philosophical debates with non-religious thinkers, mentioning
for instance the disputes between Ibn Sina and the Sufi Shaykhs Kushiaiiri
and Imam Gazoli.[48]
If Gafurov mentions any negative sides of the religion, he does his
best to relativize them. In its initial stage, he asserts, Sufism “reflected
the dissatisfaction of the people,” but over time it has lost its progressive,

[44] Gafurov, Istoriia Tadzhikskogo Naroda (1949): 143.
[45] Ibid., 272.
[46] Ibid.
[47] Ibid.
[48] Ibid., 273.
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critical characteristics and became “a tool of the ruling classes.”[49] He
accepts the trope that in its officially sanctioned form, the religion
became “passive” and started calling on its adherents to cherish values of
“ascetics, piety, subordination to power, and docility to orthodoxy.” Still,
he also underscores that it wouldn’t be right to judge the religion only
by its “unofficial” character, suggesting that the religion beheld a strong
“philosophical ethical tendency” [50] Even at this time, many practicing
Sufis were propagators of “free-thinking and humanistic ideas”[51]
There is even a hint that Gafurov sees in Sufism a vehicle of
internationalism. Gafurov emphasizes that Sufism became widespread all
over Central Asia (Khurasan, Mawarannahr and Tokharistan - so including
Northern Iran and Afghanistan) and mentions that many famous Sufis
(under the heading “literature”) acquired great followings in Western
Asia, India and Iran. Concluding that, “in its mystical form” also official,
state Sufism reflected “many elements of opposition and anti-feudalism,”
the 1949-edition of The History of the Tajik People preserves elements of
Islamic heritage, most notably the widespread tradition of Sufism as a
source of peoples’ internationalism and, possibly, cultural revolution.[52]

Anti-Cosmopolitanism:
Central Asian Unity from Spirit to Matter
The post-war period was not just a time of state restoration, but also one
of mounting tensions between the USSR and its former wartime allies. On
both sides of the Atlantic, governments invoked geopolitical imaginaries
that presented the world as subdivided into opposed political blocs with
a particular cultural-organic character. In the USA, President Roosevelt’s
successor Harry Truman embarked on a confrontational political mission
to “contain” world communism. Truman’s foreign politics was built on
[49] Ibid.
[50] Ibid.
[51] Ibid., 274.
[52] Ibid. For the notion that Sufism was past of Soviet everyday life in Soviet Central Asia, even after
Stalin, see Eren Tasar, “Sufism on the Soviet Stage: Holy People and Places in Central Asia’s SocioPolitical Landscape after World War II,” in Sufism in Central Asia: new perspectives on Sufi traditions 1st-21st
centuries, edited by Devin DeWeese and Jo-Ann Gross (Leiden: Brill, 2018): 256-283.
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the belief that America’s interests were best secured in a world where
free trade and political stability was securely based on the existence
of strong nation-states. In support of this worldview, USA diplomats
revived a geopolitical discourse that, in a style reminiscent of Oswald
Spengler, described society as a living organism in order to underscore
the threat of socialism.[53] In 1946, the famous plea of US diplomat George
Kennan to contain world communism for instance made abundant use of
Spenglerian symbolism, depicting the USSR as a pestering disease that
should be stopped for the sake of world stability: “World communism is
like malignant parasite [sic] which feeds only on diseased tissue,” Kennan
asserted. It was therefore incompatible with world stability, which
according to Kennan “depended on the health and vigour of one’s own
society.”[54]
In this period, narratives emphasizing the idea of a Soviet homeland
brought together by strong statehood and history radicalized. This
rhetorical shift went hand in hand with a new wave of terror, meant
to purge society of all foreign, or “cosmopolitan” cultural traditions.
From 1948 onwards, Stalin embarked on a mission to purge the Soviet
public sphere from non-native cultural elements in a series of so-called
“anti-cosmopolitan” campaigns, targeting groups of “foreigners” with
purportedly weaker connections to the Soviet homeland, and Jewish
communities in particular.[55] As the section below shows, it was the anticosmopolitan climate that allowed Gafurov to attract new academic cadres
to the humanities departments of the Tajik Branch of the Academy of
Sciences, which were still in great need for qualified cadres.

[53] For my attempt to connect this to contemporary Russian political discourse, see Hanna Jansen,
The Russian-Dutch Year of Friendship: LGBTI-Rights as a Marker of Antagonism? In Tijdschrift voor
Economische en Sociale Geografie / Journal of Economic and Social Geography 107, no. 2 (2016): 203-208.
For Spengler’s reception in Russia / the USSR, see Zaur Gasimov, “Bolshevik post-colonialism, Eurasian
perspective and entangled intellectuals: Russian Debates on Spengler in the interwar period,” in Oswald
Spengler als europaisches Phanomen Der Transfer der Kultur- und Geschichtsmorphologie im Europa der
Zwischenkriegszeit 1919-1939, edited by Zaur Gasimov and Carl Antonius Lemke Duque (Göttingen:
Vandenhoeck & Ruprecht, 2013).
[54] As quoted in Michael Davidson, “Phantom Limbs: Film Noir and the Disabled Body,” in A Journal of
Lesbian and Gay Studies 9, no 1 (2003): 71.
[55] For the Soviet attack on people from Jewish background from a perspective of state-enforced
ethnicization politics, see Yuri Slezkine, The Jewish Century (Princeton: Princeton University Press, 2004):
297-314.
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Stalinism: a Culture of Strong States and Nations
In the late 1940s, the work of Soviet humanities scholars and agitators
adopted a confrontational style and Spenglerian imagery reminiscent
of Kennan’s long telegram. This is clear for instance in the published
manuscript of Tolstov’s research into the ancient state of Khorezm (12th13th century). The book was published in 1948 as a doctoral dissertation
entitled On the Trail of the Ancient Civilisation of Khorezm (1948).[56] It was
awarded the Stalin Premium, the only work on historical Oriental studies
that had been awarded this prestigious prize in years.[57]
Khorezm (1948) set the standards for the interpretation of the
history of the Soviet Central Asian Republics. The introduction was
written as a purely anti-cosmopolitan agitational text: it emphasizes the
physical strength and vigour of these historical predecessors of the Soviet
people and the parasitical nature of foreign invasions, describing for
instance the 12th century Mongol invader of Soviet territory as “a fearful
octopus that sucked the lifeblood from the former countries they had
chained,” and arguing that the Empire of Khorezm “shared with Rus the
high cost of saving the blood of European civilisation.”[58]
In general the introduction of Khorezm (1948) is specked with
anti-cosmopolitan tropes. The book draws up an image where national
strength and stability is derived from living cultural roots. Nomadic
cultures in this framework are “unstable” per definition, and contrasted
to the sedentary agricultural nations that were rooted, literally, in the
soil. The book argues that the ancient civilisation of Khorezm was based
in tradition of “agriculture and crafts.” In the book, the cosmopolitan
civilisations of transnational Empires are portrayed as weak and fleeting,
while those of strong-rooted states are strong and firm: “Behind the “Great
Khorezmshahs” stood the economic strength of Khorezm” with “centuriesold economic ties with the Turkic Steppe and Eastern-Iranian countries.”[59]
The reason for ancient Khorezms successes was its strong state apparatus
[56] Tolstov, Po sledam drevne Khorezmiiskoi Tsivilizatsiei.
[57] A. Iakubovskii, “Timur. Opyt Kratkoi Kharakteristiki,” 5. For the general desinterest or chauvinistic
attitude on the side of the Soviet Party authorities with regard to the history of the Soviet peoples, see
Brandenberger and Dubrovsky, “The people need a tsar.”
[58] Tolstov, Po sledam drevne Khorezmiiskoi Tsivilizatsiei, 218, 321, respectively.
[59] Ibid., 319.
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that was the product of ages of local history. As the authors conclude, it
“was no fleeting product of arbitrary political alliances but a ‘a giant with
feet of clay.’”[60]

Litvinsky and Davydovich:
World Unity in an Age of Nationalism
As leading figures in the humanities put the screws on Gafurov to adjust
his approach of history, the anti-cosmopolitan climate came to affect the
lives and careers of people around him.[61] But when in 1951 two talented
former students of Alexander Semenov saw their careers obstructed
in Tashkent, their deteriorating career prospects in Uzbekistan (they
were Jewish) provided Gafurov with opportunities: Gafurov was able to
convinced them to come to Stalinabad and help consolidate and expand
the Tajik Base of the Academy of Sciences despite the poor working
conditions in the Tajik Republic.[62]
In 1936 the memorandum calling for a broad approach of Tajik
history had recommended setting up an organization that might
coordinate this historical undertaking and attract the necessary means
and expertise from all the relevant scholarly research centred and
academic institutes in the Soviet Union. The organization should have
its base in Dushanbe, where Party headquarters and government circles
were within close reach, and the memorandum advised to establish the
organization within the institutional infrastructure provided by the
Tajik base of the Academy of Sciences.[63] Soon after graduating from
the Institute of History in Moscow, Gafurov began to devote much of his
energy to the reorganization of the Tajik Base of the Academy of Sciences.
The reorganization was complete by November 1940, and the structure of
the new Tajik Branch (Filial) of the Academy of Sciences was ratified by the
[60] Tolstov, Po sledam drevne Khorezmiiskoi Tsivilizatsiei, 318.
[61] That Gafurov had a hand in executing these political shifts is implied by Lahuti, who after Stalin’s
death embarked on a mission to unmask Gafurov, see Kirasirova, “My Enemy’s Enemy.”
[62] By this time the Tajik SSR still remained an underdeveloped Republic, see Kalinovsky, Laborartory
of Socialist Development. Also see Botakoz Kassymbekova, Despite Cultures: Early Soviet Rule in Tajikistan
(Pittsburgh: Pittsburgh University press, 2016).
[63] Pirumshoev, “Bobodzhan Gafurov,” 57-58.
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Presidium of the Academy of Sciences in 1944.[64] From 1942 - 1958 Gafurov
headed the sector for history at the Institute for History, Languages and
Literatures. He also supervised a group of aspirant-doctoral candidates
focusing on the history of the peoples of Soviet Central Asia.[65]
In 1941 Alexander Alexandrovich Semenov was invited to a scholarly
meeting at the Tajik Branch of the Academy of Sciences in Dushanbe.
In 1945 he was installed as senior co-worker at the Institute for History,
Languages and Literatures at the Tajik Branch, while still working at the
Central Asian University as well as Director at the Institute for Eastern
Manuscripts in Tashkent. When in 1948 he is discharged from his position
as director of the Institute he must have decided to try his luck elsewhere:
in 1951 Semenov is installed as Director of that institute, and is granted
membership of the Tajik Academy of Sciences.[66]
In the meantime, Semenov introduced Gafurov to his former
students Boris Anatotelevich Litvinsky (1923-2012), archaeologist, and
Elena Abramovna Davydovich (1922-2013), numismatic. The couple had
had to switch jobs due to a recent conflict with their superior, Mikhail
E. Masson. In his memoirs Litvinsky suggests that he and his wife were
reluctant to leave Tashkent (there was little good working material
available in Tajikistan), but that they eventually decided to do so when
Alexander Iurevich Iakubovsky, Leningrad orientalist-ethnographer and
a student of Barthold, told him he worried about their fates (they were
Jewish).[67]
In his review of The History (1949) of 1950 that same Iakubovsky
suggested that he would like Gafurov include more research on ancient
Tajikistan based on non-textual sources. As an archaeologist Litvinsky
was cut out for this task and he was immediately installed as head of the
sector for Archaeology and Heritage studies. He became a key figure in
formulating a broad history and cultural heritage for the Tajiks. In 1954 he

[64] D.S. Saidmuradov, Iu.S. Mal’tsev, Iz Istorii Vostokovedeniia v Tadzhikistane (1917-1958) (Dushanbe:
Donish, 1990): 67.
[65] Arkhivnaia Spravka, 27 June 2011, f.411, op.3, d.373, ARAN.
[66] Litvinskii, Aleksandr Aleksandrovich Semenov, 113-120.
[67] Kh. Kholdzhuraev, O. Karimov, Vydaiushchiisia arkheolog i znatok Srednei Azii (Khujand: Izd’vo Nuri
Ma’rifat, 2003): 21. For more on Iakubovskii, see Abashin, “Ethnogenesis and Historiography.”
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outlined the new tasks for Tajik archaeology in 1954.[68] When in the course
of the 1950s five scholarly volumes were put together based on Gafurov’s
The History of the Tajik People, Litvinsky was leading editor of the first two.
For the rest of his life he remained one of Gafurov’s closest co-workers,
composing much of Gafurov’s written work, including (large parts of)
his magnum opus The Tajiks: A pre-historic, Ancient and Medieval History,
published in Moscow in 1972.[69] Litvinsky was an internationalist, who, in
his own words, was convinced that “civilisation had no boundaries and
was impossible to confine to the borders of one country.”[70] His approach
of history was strongly reminiscent of the peoples’ internationalism
we find in the work of pre-Russian orientalists. While emphasizing the
unboundedness of culture, he also underscored its inherent diversity
and dynamism: “under the influence of one nation or nationality, of one
individual country or state, or of one religion or belief, new civilisations
emerge, constantly forming new civilisations, worldviews and beliefsystems.”[71] In the next years this worldview would come to speak
prominently from the pages of Gafurov’s biography.[72]

[68] Because of the predominance of Litvinsky’s views in Gafurov’s written work, especially after 1951,
Litvinsky’s biographers credit him for having preserved the “tradition of Gafurov” in his writing, and for
having handed this worldview down to a new generation of historians in Tajikistan: Kholdzhuraev and
Karimov, Vydaiushchiisia arkheolog, 5.
[69] B.G. Gafurov, Tadzhiki: Drevneishaia, drevniaia I srednevekovaia istoriia (Moscow:
Izdatel’stvo Nauka, 1972). Litvinsky and Davydovich were the un-acknowledged ghostwriters of Gafurov’s
book, and to them Gafurov was a generous and loyal patron. When Litvinsky admitted as much in an
interview this led to a severe outcry in the Tajik press, see for instance, D. Ikrami, "Kto na samom dele
napisal “Tadzhiki”? (otvet B. Litvinskomu)," in TsentrAziia (16 April 2009), to be accessed online on: http://
www.centrasia.ru/newsA.php?st=1239875040 (last accessed on 16 January 2016).
[70] Kholdzhuraev and Karimov, Vydaiushchiisia arkheolog, 105.
[71] Ibid.
[72] In their emphasis on the “transnational” reach of the Tajik heritage, Litvinsky (and Gafurov),
rehabilitated the internationalist understanding of Central Asian heritage that had dominated among
Soviet scholars prior to the period of Stalinist étatist culture building. For early Soviet attempts at
heritage formation in Central Asia, see Svetlana Gorshenina and Vera Tolz, “Constructing Heritage in
Early Soviet Central Asia: The Politics of Memory in a Revolutionary Context,” in Ab Imperio 4 (2016):
77-115.
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Ancient History: Preserving Peoples’ Internationalism
Litvinsky’s arrival could not have been more timely. In the second half
of the 1940s Soviet humanities scholars were tasked with providing
the Soviet people with a grand classical history or civilisation and
archaeologists were needed fast. Moreover, with Islam reimagined as a
part of native rather than transnational cultural heritage, new sources of
culture were needed to activate Tajikistan for a politics of internationalism
and cultural revolution.
When Tolstov reviewed The History of the Tajik People in 1950,
he was generally positive, even expressing his appreciation of how the
book served to decenter Western narratives of Perso-Tajik civilisation;
correcting the views of “bourgeois historians” who regarded the past
of Central Asia either as a “provincial” element of Persian history or the
Hellenistic world.[73] The problem, he believed, was that The History of the
Tajik People (1949) did not do enough to emphasize the leading historical
role of Russians; failing for instance to recognize that capitalist relations
(hence: modernity) had only been established in the region due to the
region’s “rapprochement” (soedinenie) with the Russian Empire.
A second review of the same period was less overtly Russocentric in
his critiques: in July 1950 Alexander Iakubovsky published a long review
of The History (1949) in Voprosy Istorii. He credited Gafurov for having
subdivided the Tajik past into separate national paths and trajectories:
“The author regarded it as one of his most important of his tasks to show
the reader that the rich, cultural life of the Tajiks and Uzbeks occurred
according to their own laws, their independent, original paths.” He did
acknowledge that the book made the “more than doubtful” statement that
capitalist economic relations had already been developing in the region
prior to the Tajik soedinenie with Russia, but also claimed that most of
the mistakes Gafurov had made were of a “non-fundamental” character
and could easily be amended. One particular neglect he highlighted
however, to his mind the book did not devote enough attention to material
sources.[74]
Iakubovsky seems to have been of an entirely different disposition
[73] S.P. Tolstov, "Kniga po istorii Tadzhikskogo Naroda," in Kommunist Tadzhikistana (1950).
[74] A. Iakubovskii, “B.G. Gafurov. Istoriia tadzhikskogo naroda,” in Vorprosy Istorii 7 (1950): 164 [159-164].
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than Tolstov, He was one of the people who had suggested Litvinsky and
Davydovich had better leave Tashkent for Stalinabad. He was also the
scholar whose favourable review of Timur in Vorposy Istorii in the AugustSeptember issue of 1946 added a non-Western figure to the pantheon
of Soviet historical heroes in a time of rampant Russocentrism. Now he
paved the way for Gafurov to continue supporting a historical narrative
that emphasized the shared Central Asian heritage and its importance for
the world at large.
This seems to have opened up new opportunities to emphasize
Central Asian cultural-historical agency. While the introduction to the
1949 and 1952 edition are almost literally the same, two sentences have
been adjusted. The 1949 introduction hardly mentions the specific role the
region has played in world history and culture, stating in typical historicalmaterialist fashion that, throughout the ages “several socio-economic
formations” were formed on the territory of Central Asia, and that the
peoples of this region were now “buidling socialism” under the guidance
of the Bolshevik Party.[75] The 1950 introduction by contrast, carved out a
great role for the region in history: reserving for it an independent role
as center of ancient history and culture: “Central Asia is one of the most
ancient centers of world civilisation.”[76]
Next to that, the 1952 volume marginalizes "spiritual" elements
as a source of unity. In the new volume of The History (1952) all positive
evaluations of the gnostic heritage of Sufism have been abandoned.[77]
What has been added in its place is an entirely new source base composed
of findings in material culture, especially from the ancient past. Soviet
unity is reimagined through the lense of material culture: in the 1952
editions patterns of material culture interlinked ethnic communities
from all sides of the Soviet Bloc, interlinking the Baltic States with
Central Asia and beyond. For instance, the new edition points out that
in pre-historic Tajikistan, findings were uncovered that were “similar to

[75] Gafurov, Istoriia Tadzhikskogo Naroda (1949): 5.
[76] Gafurov, Istoriia Tadzhikskogo Naroda (1952): 5.
[77] Also in other ways the language of the 1952 edition is more radically disenchanted than the
previous edition, for instance, while in the 1949 edition the Prophet is still mentioned as “the founder of
Islam” (see Gafurov, Istoriia Tadzhikskogo Naroda (1949): 149) in the 1952 edition he is just mentioned as
“Muhammad”, see Gafurov, Istoriia Tadzhikskogo Naroda (1952): 142.
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the Scythian monuments of Eastern Europe” and illustrated the links
between “culturally different tribes of Central Asia” and of the peoples
of “West-Siberia, the Volga region and Iran”.[78] At the same time, while
the 1949 edition already suggested that in ancient times Central Asian
peoples actively contributed to the development of civilisation too,
this is foregrounded in the 1952 edition. In discussing the age of “the
forefathers of Tajiks, Uzbeks, Turkmen and other peoples of Central
Asia in the ancient period played a leading role in the development of
universal human [obshechelovecheskoi] civilisation.”[79] As it appears, the
Stalinist quest for a Soviet civilisation opened up new opportunities to
grant Central Asia an active role in the formation of transnational cultural
heritages too.

Revolution in the East: reactivating Oriental studies
Geopolitical contexts changed again by the late 1940s, when suddenly
the global political balance seemed to tilt in favour of socialism. The
Chinese Communist Party (CCP) secured a revolutionary victory against
the Guomindang, establishing the People’s Republic of China (PRC) in
October 1949. Mao Zedong visited Moscow in December 1949, and by
February 1950 a Treaty of Friendship, Alliance and Mutual Assistance was
signed between the PRC and USSR. When China invaded Korea in June
1950, the Soviet Union looked on with anticipation. This was the moment
for peoples’ internationalism to reassert itself. Orientalist agitators and
propagandists used the historical moment for socialism in Asia to try and
energize Oriental studies. As a result, in 1950, the Institute of Oriental
Studies (Institut Vostokovedeniia Akademii Nauk - IVAN) was moved from
Leningrad to Moscow, to merge with the “Moscow Group” of Orientalists
that had established itself in the capital during the war, to try and activate
the war machine for propaganda abroad.[80]Above we have emphasized how
Stalin’s project of Russocentric etatism played out in Gafurov’s narrative
of Tajik history. In the remainder of this chapter we will show how these
[78] Gafurov, Istoriia Tadzhikskogo Naroda (1952): 14.
[79] Ibid., 86.
[80] See Hilger, “Area Studies in times of global Cold War.”
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tensions played out as a new geopolitical reality was registered in Soviet
Oriental studies in general and the 1952 edition of Gafurov’s The History
in particular. On the one hand, as this section shows, the book further
increases the role of the nation-state in Tajik history. On the other hand,
after 1952 a new regional imagination emerged in The History of the
Tajik People (1952) that reflected PRC independence from Moscow and
forecast the new politics of state-based regionalism that would come to
characterize PRC politics in years to come.[81]
One of the people who actively tried to activate the historical
experience of the Tajik Republic for socialist internationalism was Joseph
Samuilovich Braginsky (1908-1989), Gafurov’s colleague and erstwhile
superior at the Tajik Party Communist Party Department for Agitation
and Propaganda and the leading editor of all three editions of The History
of the Tajik People.[82] Braginsky was an expert in Persianate languages
and literatures, educated between 1923-1925 at the Higher Valery Briusov
Institute for Literature in Moscow, named after the pre-Revolutionary
poet well-known for his editorial work and for creating several anthologies
of international works of poetry. [83] Between 1922-1940 he held various
positions within the Tajik Communist Party, and he was a member of a
circle of people surrounding the enigmatic Sadriddin Ayni.[84] He worked
as a lecturer among the Persian speaking communities of Soviet Central
Asia and neighbouring countries at the Communist University for Toilers
of the East (KUTV) in Moscow from 1925 onwards, also teaching courses
on Marxism-Leninism for the Tajik Central Committee in Tajikistan and
at various Tajik institutions.[85] In June 1936 Braginsky was transferred to

[81] For CCP foreign policy during the second half of the 20th century see for instance Enrico Fardella,
Christian F. Ostermann and Charles Kraus (eds.), Sino-European Relations During the Cold War and the Rise
of a Multipolar World: A Critical Oral History (Washington: Woodrow Wilson Center, 2015).
[82] The below section leans heavily on the description of Braginsky’s biography of D.S. Kommissarov,
“Kratkii Ocherk Nauchnoi, Pedagogicheskoi i Obshchestvenno-Politicheskoi Deiatel’nosti,” in Iosif
Samuilovich Braginskii, edited by Z.Sh. Radzhabov and D.S. Leivi (Dushanbe: Akademiia Nauk Tadzhikskoi
SSR, 1966): 3-32.
[83] Komissarov, “Kratkii Ocherk”, 10. For the Briusov’s legacy and its links with the Soviet World
Literature project see Maria Khotimsky, “World Literature, Soviet Style: A Forgotten Episode in the
History of the Idea,” in Ab Imperio 3 (2013): 123-124.
[84] Rzehak, Vom Persischen Zum Tadschikischen, 315. For Braginsky being part of Ayni’s circle, see
Saidmurado, Mal’tsev, Iz Istorii, 60.
[85] Komissarov, “Kratkii Ocherk”: 14.
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Tajikistan to head and reorganize the Tajik propaganda department. Here
he started his close collaboration with Gafurov as head of the Department
for Printed Materials and Publishing. The two departments merged in
early 1939, and Gafurov became Braginksy’s deputy – which he remained
until September 1940.
One life experience Braginsky shared with Gafurov was that of
culture (especially languages and literature) transcending ethnic, religious
or political boundaries. Braginsky was born in 1908 in Baku, Azerbaijan,
into a cultured Jewish Persian speaking family. He started his career
in agitation among Persianate communities in Northern Iran and the
Transcaucasus, utilizing their shared cultural heritage to bridge ethnic
and religious backgrounds. [86] For Braginsky, like Gafurov, literature was
multi-layered and constituted a vehicle of international solidarity. In
much of his agitational work he warned against overestimating ethnic,
territorial political divisions. He took active part in the second Congress of
Writers in Tajikistan, and helped organize the ten-days celebrations of the
twenty years anniversary of the Tajik Republic in 1949. At the Congress of
Writers, for instance, he warned his audience not to overestimate the role
played by natural borders in shaping peoples’ identities and solidarities:
claiming that the Tajik Republic was one of youngest nations in the world,
and simultaneously home to one of the “oldest peoples” around, warning
audience not too place too much emphasis on geographic elements - as
this might make you believe that it made a difference whether you live
on the right or left bank of the Amu Darya.[87] In this period he tended to
separate between a literature’s peoples “core” and its remaining feudal
content, which suggests that he aimed to preserve the Timurid literary
heritage for the Tajiks.
While it is unsure that Braginsky was involved with the 1936
memorandum calling for the need to compose a “broad” Tajik history and
reorganize the Tajik Base of the Academy of Sciences to further this goal,
he did indeed actively contribute to Soviet international propaganda as
[86] Komissarov, “Kratkii Ocherk”, 8.
[87] Rzehak interprets this comment by Braginsky as an attack on Marrism. It seems however, an attack
on Stalinisy “isolation” and nationalism; suggesting that the transnational Persian heritage of the Soviet
Union should be used in foreign diplomacy towards the Persian world outside the Soviet borders. Rzehak,
Vom Persischen Zum Tadschikischen, 316, 317.
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part of the war effort. During the war Braginsky had served in Germany
as part of the Red Army troops, as an agitator among German civilians
and army troops, and probably as intelligence officer. He also worked as
instructor at the Military Academy, and as deputy director at the Political
Administration of the Red Army (PURKKA).[88] After the war he taught for a
few years at the Military Institute for Foreign Languages. With everything
in his biography emphasizing his internationalist outlook, for Braginsky
the Russocentrism of the post-war period must have been an exasperating
experience.
A few months before The History of the Tajik People (1949)
appeared in November, he published an unnamed article in Vosprosy
Istorii, that called for the activation of Soviet Oriental studies, calling
for a reorganization similar to the one that had already taken place in
Tajikistan. The article in Voprosy Istorii was probably meant to smooth
the waters – for it claimed that Soviet orientalists should actively support
national liberation movements in the decolonizing world through the
preparation of textbooks on the history of the East. The core purpose of
the article however was to underscore the value of Orientalist knowledge
in world affairs, and it did so by drawing attention to the decolonizing
world.[89] In certain countries where communism was already strong,
the article asserted, Soviet cultural experts and philologists should help
foster the national consciousness in service of socialism and its anticolonial promises. Taking the example of Africa it argued: “In Africa the
progressive and democratic forces are growing and gaining strength, and
what is most important, in the struggle against the oppressors entered
the young working class of the African continent. Soviet Orientalists have
to create works on the history of the peoples of Africa, highlighting the
struggle of those peoples for their liberation.”[90].

[88] Komissarov, “Kratkii Ocherk”,16.
[89] “Neotlotlozhnye zadachi Sovetskikh istorikov-vostokovedov,” in Voprosy Istorii 4.(1949): 4 [3-9].
[90] Ibid., 4.
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Asserting the Nation-State in Oriental studies
It took a while before these recommendations took effect. In June of that
year Stalin rejected the New Theory of Language, which had been the
leading paradigm for the approach to culture in the Soviet humanities
including ethnography since 1923. The NTL of was the brainchild of
the orientalist Nikolai Iakovlevich Marr (1865-1934), a contemporary of
Barthold and student of V.R. Rozen. His vision was shaped by a similar
understanding of culture as inherently diverse, dynamic and open to new
cultural influences, and like Barthold, he was a critic of Eurocentrism:
his experimental “Japhetic Theory” held that the development of a
“Japhetic” proto-language based on the common roots of the Semitic,
Caucasian (Kartvelian) and Basque languages, had emerged prior to that
of a Indo-European proto-language, thus displacing the center of cultural
development from Europe to its peripheries.
Marr’s most famous scientific contribution was in the field of
linguistics. As a positivist, he understood individual languages as
variations of a global, dynamic language pattern (or proto language).[91]
His Japhetic Theory was based on his insight that linguistic and cultural
traditions did not migrate across a human terrain untouched by local
traditions and circumstance, but rather that it mixed with local traditions,
creating culture anew in a process of “linguistic interbreeding”.[92] After
the Revolution, Marr formulated his New Theory of Language that brought
his approach of linguistics in line with historical materialism, proposing
that patterns of linguistic development occurred in parallel with patterns
of socio-economic development of mankind - later canonized as the
piatichlenka. From his holistic understanding of language as variations
of larger patterns he developed a radical anti-nationalism: rather than
perceiving language as the expression of a stable Volksgeist of sorts, he
believed that languages came and went as a result of a continuous process
of re-assembling and mixing linguistic particulars over time. To his mind,
linguistics illuminated the mixed ancestry of all languages and cultures
thus proving the inconsistency of racist and nationalist convictions.[93]
[91] For more on Nikolai Marr, see Tolz, Russian Academicians and the Revolution.
[92] Shnirelman, “From internationalism to nationalism,” 121.
[93] Tolz, Russian Academicians and the Revolution.
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By denouncing Marr, Stalin created room for understanding linguistic
particularism as a historically stable phenomenon, and to view the
linguistic core of a nation as somehow resistant to the universalizing
tendencies of world history and general linguistics. Influenced by the
post‑war trends in ethnography, Stalin adopted a strongly territorialized
vision of historical development, in which the bonds of mutual dependency
that existed between strong states and their historical peripheries
ensured the stability and future development of both the state and
communist system in general.[94] The new contention became that within
these particular centers a measure of socio-cultural stability could be
retained that wasn’t manageable elsewhere.
Stalin’s public denunciation of Marr legitimated a shift in Oriental
studies towards the study of particular historical nations. In August 1950,
the Institute of Oriental Studies reorganized. While traditionally located
in Leningrad, its main buildings were now set up in Moscow, within reach
from the Party institutions at a street located in Moscow’s ambassadorial
area. A department remained in Leningrad (Leningradskii Otdel’ IVAN - LO
IVAN), which was tasked with the maintenance and philological study
of the great Leningrad collection of ancient and medieval manuscripts.
The Moscow institute’s focus, rather, was on the contemporary
period: research modern problems and to “cover all aspects, skills and
specializations involved in Oriental studies.”[95] To this end, the Moscow
Institute merged with other expertise- and research centers specializing
in Eastern countries: the Pacific Institute (Tikhookeanskii Institut - TIAN)
and the former Colonial Sector of what was now a branch of the Institute
of World Economics and World Politics (Institut Mirovoi Khoziaistvo i
Mirovoi Politiki - IMKhMP).[96] The reorganized IVAN was to lead and
coordinate all orientalist research in the country.
Sergey Tolstov became the new IVAN director. As deputy directors were
installed V.I. Avdiev, Joseph Braginsky and Ye. M. Zhukov - all personalities

[94] For this argument, see Alfred Rieber, Stalin and the Struggle for Supremacy in Eurasia (Cambridge
University Press, 2015), chapter one. Also see his article on the same theme, Alfred Rieber, “Stalin, Man of
the Borderlands,” in American Historical Review 106, no. 5 (2001).
[95] For more informationon on the LO IVAN, see for instance Eran, Mezhdunarodniki. For the quote see
Ibid., 92.
[96] Eran, Mezhdunarodniki, 89-91.
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with a background in international agitation and politics.[97] The IVAN’s
scholarly council was organized into three disciplinary sections: one for
history, one for economy and one for philology. Nevertheless, the choice
for Tolstov as director suggests that philological study was no longer the
prioritized field in Oriental studies. In the organizational structure of the
Academy of Sciences, accordingly, Oriental Studies was moved from the
Literature- and Language Department to the Department of History and
Philosophy. [98]
In 1951 the Presidium of the Academy of Sciences outlined the
following subjects as the priority themes of research for the reorganized
IVAN: the crisis of the colonial system, the national-liberation movement,
processes of socio-economic and cultural transformation in the peopledemocracies of the Orient, the politics of Anglo-American imperialism
in the countries of Africa and Asia. As part of this shift the Institute’s
research profile became now more attuned to the history of particular
countries. There was a sector for China; a sector for Mongolia and Korea;
a sector for Japan; one sector for the countries of Southeast Asia; a sector
for India and Afghanistan; one for Iran; a sector Turkey and the Arabic
Countries; one for the Soviet Orient and one for Oriental Manuscripts. [99]
Yuri Slezkine summarized the new normative position of
linguistics: “Languages could only belong to ‘whole societies’; ‘societies’
were always equal to ethnic groups (from tribe to nation); and ethnic
groups-inseparable as they were from languages and therefore thinkingexisted ‘incomparably longer than any base or any superstructure.’”[100]
While Stalin did not stop to regard cultural development as an inherently
global process, he gave greater primacy to the role of strong states as
benefactors of a particular way of life. As Slezkine concluded, in Stalin’s
new historical paradigm “[c]lasses and “epochs” came and went, but
nationalities remained.”[101]

[97] Eran, Mezhdunarodniki, 57.
[98] For the structural reorganization of academic Oriental studies in the Soviet Union, see Kuznetsova
and Kulagina, Iz Istorii Sovetskogo Vostokovedeniia 1917-1967; Baziiants, Vostokovednye Tsentry V SSSR;
Baziiants, Stanovlenie Sovetskogo Vostokovedeniia; Eran, Mezhdunarodniki.
[99] Kuznetsova and Kulagina, Iz Istorii Sovetskogo Vostokovedeniia 1917-1967, 135.
[100] Slezkine, “N. Ia. Marr and the National Origins of Soviet Ethnogenetics;” 858.
[101] Ibid., 186.
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Compromising with Regionalism:
the 1952 Edition of Gafurov’s History
Stalin’s rejection of Marr allowed reimagining cultural development as a
regionalized process centred on the centrifugal tendencies of historical
state centres. The new emphasis on particular paths of historical
development was not only reflected in the organizational structure of the
IVAN. It was also reflected on the pages of the new edition of The History
of the Tajik People that was published in 1952. In the new understanding
ethnic culture developed within particular bounded societies or statesystems. As will be illuminated below, this trend inspired a historical
image of Central Asian history as divided between competing state
centers, from where particular cultural traditions spread. Crucially, it
presented the Central Asian cultural heritage as separate from that of the
cultural history of the Chinese People’s Republic.
As historians have pointed out, Chairman Mao was sensitive to
signs of Soviet intervention in Chinese affairs.[102] In the first period
of Soviet-PRC relations, Stalin had explicitly distanced himself from
Russian imperial cultural politics in the East (notably Greater India
interventionism), promising Mao not to intervene on behalf of the fates of
Soviet minorities living on Chinese territory: instead he would allow the
Kazakhs, Uighurs and Mongols to “find their place within the new Chinese
community of nations”.[103]
As an analysis of the 1952 edition of The History of the Tajiks People
shows, the book invoked a map of Central Asian historical development
representing a similar tendency to separate Soviet and Chinese spheres
of influence. For instance, when discussing the ancient origin of the
Persian-Tajik culture The History of the Tajik People (1949) approached
the ancient Kushan Kingdom, centred on ancient Bactria (Afghanistan),
as an important cradle of culture, particularly religion. However, in the
second edition of The History of the Tajik People (1952) a new center of
Tajik culture appears, the state of the ancient Kangiui with its center in
Khorezm (the Ferghana Valley). The two states are each other’s opposite in
[102] See for instance, Erik van Ree, Wereldrevolutie: de communistische beweging van Marx tot Kim Jong Il.
(Amsterdam: Mets & Schilt Uitgevers, 2005): 184-185.
[103] Here I quote Westad, Restless Empire, 318.
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many respects: while the Kushan Kingdom is renowned for its flourishing
culture, while the Khorzmians had a powerful aristocracy, strong
centralized state traditions and a regular army. While the 1949 version
traced early trade relations with China to West Asia through Bactria, the
1952 edition no longer mentioned these contacts passing through Bactria,
tracing the establishments of trade routes between China and Central Asia
to Khorezm instead.[104] Also in other subtle ways the founding of trade
relations between China and Central Asia now sideline Bactria. While the
1949 edition for instance claimed that the nomadic Tokhary (who the book
views as the original founders of the Kushan state) settled in Bactria, the
1952 edition states that the Tokhary settled “along the upper Amu Darya”,
establishing their state with its center “in present day Tajikistan”.[105] As
it appears, in the 1952 edition ancient Bactria, is ignored as a centre for
flourishing Chinese-Central Asian trade relations while the kingdom
of the Kangiui takes central place. Thus, in the second edition the most
meaningful relations between ancient China and Central Asia (in the field
of military alliances, the exchange of technological skills, and knowledge
of centralized state building practices) are traced to the territory of Soviet
Central Asia rather than Afghanistan.
From this territorial separation, a spiritual one followed. In the
1952 edition, a divide is drawn up between ancient Sogdia and Khorezm
on the one hand, and Bactria on the other hand. While the 1949 edition
asserts that Buddhism flourished in the Kushan Kingdom presenting this
as a time of great cultural progress when Buddhism was spread both in
Sogdia and China on the trail of trade routes passing through Bactria, the
1952 edition excludes “Sogdia and Khorezm” (territories located within
the borders of modern Soviet Union) from the historical influence of
Buddhism, arguing that here, “in distinction from Bactria”, not Buddhism
but “Zoroastrianism remained the main religion”.[106] While not denying the
spread of Buddhism, the 1952 edition suggests that the religion eventually
spread in China through the intermediary activities of Central Asians,
most probably Sogdians.

[104] Gafurov, Istoriia Tadzhikskogo Naroda (1949): 90-92; Gafurov, Istoriia Tadzhikskogo Naroda (1952): 79.
[105] Gafurov, Istoriia Tadzhikskogo Naroda (1952): 74.
[106] Ibid., 86.
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In this way, two separate trajectories of Chinese-Soviet relations
emerged. One centred on the ancient Kangiui and passing through the
Ferghana Valley; a trajectory untouched by Buddhism. The other was
cultural or religious and centred on Sogdia located in the Tajik south. To
summarize, the second edition of The History of the Tajik People came to
emphasize direct historical relations between the territories of modern
China and Central Asia, outlining two type of relationships: one political,
military and economic relations; the other cultural-religious. While the
1949 edition had presented all relations as following the same trajectory,
the 1952 version offered a new layer of Tajik-Chinese relations, based on
traditions of strong statehood rather than culture.

Conclusion
As we have seen in this chapter, after the Second World War new
experimental guidelines for humanities scholarship reoriented Tajik
historical narratives emphasizing shared cultural, notably religious
heritage. After the war Stalin sought to strengthen Soviet patriotism and
nationalism. In the late 1940s this was followed by the “anti-cosmopolitan”
terror campaigns, which aimed to eradicate foreign influences on the
Soviet family of nations. While these ideological trends gave rise to
a strongly territorialized understanding of culture, Tajik religious
and spiritual heritages were invented as strictly “native,” and ceased
functioning as a marker of an internationally shared tradition. New
opportunities to emphasize the international spread of Tajik culture were
granted by Stalin’s search for a Soviet civilisation and by 1952 The History
of the Tajik People came to emphasize the global reach of Central Asian
ancient culture.
In this period, moreover, events in international politics promised
to increase the value of the Central Asian Republics as a tool in Soviet
international affairs and propaganda. As the IVAN was reorganized
and moved to Moscow to be closer to Soviet government- and Party
circles, this mirrored events that had already take place in Tajikistan one
decade earlier. Indeed, discursive adjustments in the 1952 edition of The
History illustrate how changes in Soviet foreign affairs came to affect
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the historical narrative of the Tajiks: by that time the Soviet Union had
established friendly relations with Communist China and the history was
adjusted accordingly: tracing direct relations between China and the USSR
into the past (side-lining the influence of ancient Bactria, on the territory
of modern Afghanistan for instance) and opening up a two-track approach:
spatially separating Chinese and Central Asia’s cultural-religious relations
from connections that developed in the realm of trade, military relations
and state development (for instance agriculture). The regional divisions
thus created seemed to have emerged in response to the interests of the
communist Chinese Peoples’ Republic who aimed to revise its historical
narrative, rejecting its spiritual heritage. Similar regional divisions would
come to interfere with peoples’ internationalism in future years.
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